FERC Order 764 and the Integration of Renewable Generation

Intra-Hour Output Scheduling and Generator Forecasting Data aim to Reduce Inefficiencies in Integrating Renewables into the Grid

Key Takeaways:
- FERC Order 764 requires transmission providers to offer intra-hour scheduling of output and variable generation facilities to supply meteorological and operational forecasting data
- Renewable power producers will be better positioned to provide to the grid cost competitive electricity relative to traditional generation
- Transmission providers will be better able to predict wind and solar output enabling more efficient resource scheduling, which will result in improved system reliability

Entities Mentioned:
- California Independent System Operator
- Clean Line Energy Partners
- Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
- Iberdrola Renewables
- Midcontinent Independent System Operator
- NaturEner USA
- National Renewable Energy Laboratory
- PJM Interconnection
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Operational Barriers to Renewable Energy Integration

The intermittent nature of renewable energy production exists within an operational environment developed around traditional generation, which – as stated by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) – can be “scheduled with relative precision” and which does not witness significant intra-hour generation variation. These traditional transmission system protocols are not well suited to effectively integrate the variable and unpredictable production associated with renewable energy resources. The inadequacy of these protocols in integrating renewable power production has resulted in operational barriers that impede renewable generation integration. FERC Order 764 – issued June 22, 2012 – requires transmission providers to offer intra-hour scheduling of output and requires variable generation facilities to supply their transmission provider with meteorological and operational data necessary to implement production forecasting. As a result, these rules encourage the development of operational protocols that facilitate the integration of renewable energy generation.

The Underlying Causes of Intermittent Renewable Generation

Wind and solar energy generators intermittently produce electricity, giving their respective operators limited control over their output. In overseeing the grid, system operators must constantly ensure that the balance between the supply and demand of electricity on the grid is maintained. The variable output from renewable generation facilities contributes to grid imbalance, and additional energy derived from other generation resources is required to balance supply and demand. To accomplish this, system operators must dispatch system generators with a call to inject power to the grid to balance actual generation.

The partial unpredictability of renewable generation is related but, at the same time, distinct from variability. Partial unpredictability stems from the impossibility of predicting with exactness if the wind or sun will be available for power generation at a certain point in the future. System operators manage the grid through the process of “unit commitment,” in which generation is scheduled ahead by several hours or up to a full day in advance in order to meet expected load. When actual production does not match forecasted production, the grid operator must balance the difference. The increased use of renewable energy resources increases the cost of this function by increasing the difference between predicted and supplied energy. The unit commitment process and reserve calculation is thus more complex with renewable generation due to output uncertainty.

Grid-connected renewable electricity generation is projected to undergo significant growth in the years to come (Figure 1). However, the power generation profile of intermittent generation resources is mismatched with the protocols which system operators have traditionally used to operate the grid. FERC Order 764 is intended to ease the inefficiencies of this mismatch.

FERC Order 764 aims to remove barriers to renewable energy grid integration.

Variable output from renewable generation facilities contributes to grid imbalance.
Order 764 Emphasizes Frequent and Enhanced Renewable Energy Scheduling

In its final form, FERC Order 764 encourages grid protocols that allow for more efficient integration of renewable generation. The rule requires:

1. Public utility transmission providers to offer customers the option to schedule transmission service on an intra-hour basis, in intervals of at least 15 minutes; and
2. The operators of renewable generation facilities 20 MW or larger to provide meteorological and operational data to the transmission providers to allow for more accurate power production forecasting.

The first requirement of Order 764 is the intra-hour scheduling requirement, which amends the pro-forma open access transmission tariff to “provide transmission customers the option to schedule transmission service on an intra-hour basis, at intervals of 15 minutes.” Prior to this rule, transmission operators were not required to offer customers the option to schedule generation output in less than one-hour intervals. This intra-hour scheduling requirement will, over the long term, allow system operators to incorporate renewable generation, and its associated intermittency, with fewer reserves while still maintaining overall system balance.

The second requirement of Order 764 amends the pro forma large generator interconnection agreement that requires new customers of public utility transmission providers – whose generating facilities are wind or solar facilities – to send to the transmission provider meteorological and operational data necessary to conduct power production forecasting. In promulgating this requirement, FERC is attempting to “eliminate a significant source of forecasting errors by ensuring that [transmission providers have] accurate information regarding the capacity actually available to produce electricity” for a given time frame. The more accurate forecast system operators can utilize in implementing the unit commitment process, the greater the benefits to system reliability and allow for scheduling using more economical non-
spinning or supplemental reserves – offline capacity capable of being brought online within ten minutes – rather than spinning reserves or regulation.

**Allocating Costs Associated with Renewable Generation Facilities**

The inadequacy of the historical grid system protocols in integrating renewables and their intermittent power production results in costs. These costs present themselves in different forms and can vary across systems. One such cost is an imbalance charge, levied by system operators on transmission customers that operate renewable generators – with which they had been disproportionately impacted. The Order 764 requirement that system operators must offer scheduling in 15-minute blocks is intended to place variable generation facilities on footing similar to traditional generation technologies in regard to their potential exposure to fees for generator imbalance service. Implementing these new protocols will result in costs to transmission providers, which, according to several commenters, includes energy management, accounting, and staff costs and will be in the range of $1 million to $2 million per year. These costs will ultimately be allocated broadly across all customers throughout the transmission system.

The intra-hour scheduling requirement included in Order 764 is an example of FERC allocating costs from variable renewable power generators to the transmission provider. When generation asset output deviates from scheduled output, the transmission system operator charges the transmission customer a fee for generation imbalance service. This fee compensates the system operator for having to ramp-up or ramp-down other generation assets to properly address the imbalance. Intra-hour scheduling will ease the generator imbalance fees that variable generation facilities have traditionally endured. Many industry participants – including renewable energy power generation and transmission participants – have responded positively to this requirement. For example, NaturEner USA, Iberdrola Renewables, and Clean Line Energy Partners all submitted comments to FERC that speak to the rule’s potential in creating a more efficient and cost-effective scheduling environment.

Order 764 aims to provide grid benefits beyond renewable energy generation integration. The meteorological and operational data requirement included in Order 764 – which gives transmission providers information necessary to conduct power production forecasting – is estimated by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to potentially reduce grid operating costs in some regions by 14 percent, which could equate to as much as $5 billion in savings per year.
Policymakers Should Continue to Take Steps to Shift the Costs Related to the Integration of Renewables

As the power industry transitions to an era of rapid growth in the amount of interconnected renewable generation, there is a clear policy choice to be made: allocate the costs associated with renewable power integration to the renewable generators – which puts upward pressure on the cost of renewable energy – or incentivize protocols that encourage the development of a grid better capable of efficiently and cost-effectively absorbing an ever larger amount of intermittent generation. The requirements of FERC Order 764 encourage grid protocols that will result in a more reliable and robust transmission system and that could significantly improve system operating costs.

The compliance burden for renewable energy producers will, in many cases, be minimal, as the required meteorological and forecast data is already collected. The AWEA stated in initial Order 764 comments that “many public utility commissions [had already] imposed [such] reporting requirements.” FERC Order 764 also complements many state enacted policies that are intended to promote renewable energy production. These state programs typically take the form of renewable energy portfolio standards and require utilities to procure a certain percentage of their electricity sales from renewable sources by a certain point in time.

In an April 17, 2014 FERC meeting, staff reported 42 initial Order 764 compliance filings – 36 from public utilities outside of RTO markets and 6 from RTOs. Compliance for RTOs and ISOs – CAISO, MISO, and PJM in particular – has been more complicated due to adjusting intricacies of existing intra-hour scheduling protocols and undertaking wider-scale market reforms. Implementation is ongoing across the nation, however complete compliance may take years to achieve.

The requirements of FERC Order 764 encourage grid protocols that will result in a more reliable and robust transmission system.

The compliance burden for renewable energy generators is minimal.

Compliance for RTOs and ISOs has been more complicated than non-organized market regions.
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